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if you have a problem that the above steps have not solved. the hardware and/or software may be damaged and it may need to be repaired or replaced. see our suggestions below for fixing that can be done yourself. if you are having trouble loading 3d objects into your document. first make sure that the computer has enough memory, and that it has all the latest drivers. turn off java, and other background programs. disable java script, if it is enabled in your
browser, and turn on all the compression you are having enabled. if your computer has windows xp. check out our tips page for some tips on optimizing your system. double-click on the file and an error like adobe%20after%20effects%20v10.0.0%20help.htm opens in your default web browser. click the link for the correct version. if you still have issues. copy and paste the error to the address bar of your browser. you can use this tip to check whether your video
card drivers are up-to-date. this is a great way to make sure that your drivers are properly installed. if you did not install the latest drivers using the windows update, then you need to do that. go to start > all programs > > windows update > select a language, and then select the latest available updates or wait until you are notified of new updates. if you are not using the desktop effects then disable it. click here to see the desktop shortcut to enable desktop

effects. after effects relies on the desktop shortcuts that have been created by other programs, so these shortcuts are not provided by esri.
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This article describes how to remove the so-called display acceleration setting in Premiere Pro and After
Effects that disables GPU hardware acceleration. This setting is available in Windows and macOS, and its

settings are available in the Premiere Pro Preferences and the After Effects Preferences windows. The
previous version of this article included a link to the Premiere Pro preferences, and the above description was
based on that. However, the Premiere Pro preferences do not include this display acceleration setting, which
is why the description was misleading. The setting in After Effects that disables GPU hardware acceleration is

called "Display Acceleration". As explained in the opening paragraphs of this article, GPU hardware
acceleration in After Effects and Premiere Pro can drastically improve performance by eliminating the time it

takes to send geometry calculations from a computer processor to the GPUs. However, if you are having
performance issues or the time it takes to send geometry calculations are causing problems for a project in

After Effects or Premiere Pro, it may be disabled. The following steps can be used to check the GPU
Acceleration setting in After Effects or Premiere Pro. If GPU hardware acceleration is off, you can disable it by

following these steps. The steps below apply only to After Effects or Premiere Pro, depending on which
version of the software you have. The first step is to open the Preferences window for the program in which
you want to disable GPU hardware acceleration. The easiest way to open the Preferences window in After

Effects or Premiere Pro is by clicking on the Preferences button in the top bar of the application. 5ec8ef588b
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